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16  BARNICOAT
Grade: moderate

distance/time: 8.6km return (30-45 minutes up, 10 
minutes down)

start location: top of marsden valley road at gates 
to quarry.

conditions: gravel 4wD road with some steep climbs.

suGGestions: take warm clothing and water

points of interest:  Hang gliders often fly from the 
summit of the Barnicoat range. they have vehicle access 
via the road you will be using so be mindful that you may 
meet a vehicle.

RoUtE DIREctIoNS 
park in the area just prior to the road end and quarry gate 
and go to the vehicle bridge across poormans stream just 
left of the quarry gates. 

cross the bridge and gate and ride about 100 metres to a 
second bridge and gate start climbing.
note: this track is well used not just by bikers but by many 
walkers, dog exercisers, and vehicles so take care to stay on 
the left where you can, and descend with caution.
there are a couple of steep pinches near the bottom but 
don’t be put off as it levels off a bit after the first small 
creek and becomes a steady but gradual climb.
take in the views of the ngawhatu valley, tasman Bay, 
waimea plains and nelson western ranges as you make 
your way up.
as you near the top you turn left and ride a long flat stretch 
of road along the eastern face of the hill.  a sharp right turn 
takes you up a steep, but short climb, to the grassy summit 
where hang gliders launch.
to the left of the final track, another track takes you to a 
downhill firebreak. this is steep and we recommend it for 
more advanced riders only. remember, this is a popular 
multi use road, control your speed.
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